Foreword
This handbook has been designed to provide those running BLF multi skills clubs in
primary schools with extra support and ideas. Multi Skills can be a very enjoyable
experience for young children, including those who had previously struggled and found
quality physical activity inaccessible. We hope that the ideas, tests and suggested
programmes in this pack will enable you to deliver a club with a variety of fun games
and choose the activities that will suit your pupils. The pack is designed to be used
alongside the Youth Sports Trust ‘Multi Skills Club Resource Pack’ (YST-MSC-01) that
every school should now have funded through the Big Lottery Fund and the Howard
School Sport Partnership
Thank you to all those who contributed to this valuable resource.
Claire Moore
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Some new ideas and activities and extra warm ups
More analysis of what works best from YST cards with different year groups.
New activities and games grouped according to theme
Speed stack tournament requirements

Setting up your club
The arrangements for meeting BLF requirements in terms on club numbers, amount of
club sessions, selection of pupils, hire and payment of coaches have all been outlined by
Claire Moore, Partnership Development Manager of the Howard School Sport
Partnership and detailed in the ‘Activity Schedule’. Any questions regarding these points
will have to be directed to her or your PLT/PE Coordinator.
With regards to making sure your club and its operators meet all current safety
guidelines, there is another document (also available on line
www.medway.gov.uk/sportscodeofpractice ) that can be of particular help if you refer
to it and follow its guidelines carefully. This is the Medway Council Sports Development
team publication ‘the sports code of practice’.
A copy of this has been made available to every
PLT and school in Medway and we would urge
you to use the step by step flow charts and
blank proformas (also downloadable on line at
www.medway.gov.uk/sportscodeofpractice )in
order to meet the following requirements:
 Checklist for hiring Adults Other Than
Teachers to run/assist with your club.
 Safety check (or risk assessment form).
 Pupil details (medical + contacts).
 Attendance register.
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 Session planner.

What is the multi skills programme?
This club will focus on the fundamental movement skills that are the basis of
most sports and the key steps to success in them. Because we are
concentrating on the basic motor skills we are encouraging the children to try
and work in simpler steps enriching up their whole development through a
greater range of activities. This can be a greater variety of activities and fun
games that are more accessible than a sports specific training programme
and can be more inclusive. These activities involve the development of
confidence in balancing, using hand-eye co-ordination, running, jumping,
throwing, catching and completing movement tasks with agility.
 Every child will have varying abilities in these skills and the programme is designed to
harness their strengths and help them improve in other areas.
 The emphasis is not on winning and competition for championship stakes – it is about
fitness, fun and self -improvement.
 Assisting the children with working out how to get better and thereby raising their self
esteem is the key to success.
 The children will work on these skills as individuals, with partners and on occasions in
teams. Sometimes a fun competitive game can be played to allow the children to test
out their skills.
 Multi Skills Clubs can provide an environment that allows us to explore physical
movement in a way that allows potential to be noticed and surprising achievements to
be made. It can alter and enrich our perception of PE particularly if we had found it
‘difficult’.
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 For many children this will be their first ‘club’ experience. We aim to give them a
positive and fun experience that will leave them keen and motivated to be involved. It
can allow them to access a greater range of sports from that point on.

What are the key skills?
We want to develop movement competencies, confidence and an
understanding of skills. We are going to follow a step by step programme and
it’s as easy as ABC! That’s Agility, Balance and Co-ordination. These three
themes will incorporate all the other fundamental movement skills outlined
above and below:

Balance

Coordination
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Multi Skills
Approach

Club timetable and the festival
Your club should run over the course of 12 weeks or for 12 sessions and two
lots of six weeks. These might or might not be completed by the proposed
multi skill festival dates. Returning to the club after the festival you might
wish to consider the following benefits:
 It can allow you to focus on the festival events in the last two sessions before the
festival and return to your recordable standard tests after the festival.
 It can allow you to return to the standard tests that you are recording performance data
for, after the children have had extra practice at a range of skills at the festival.
 It can be beneficial because the festivals might help you identify a few more things you
wish to work on with this group of children before your 12 session timetable ends.
 The festival should leave the children with an ‘extra buzz’ for multi-skills. This could then
be rewarded, back at school, with a few more fun team games practicing the skills!
 These are the first series of steps in ‘life-long enjoyment’ of moving and developing
those skills, so we certainly hope that one will not see the festival as the culmination of
your work, but rather a highlight and celebration!

Recording children’s progress over twelve sessions
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However, we do not want the festival and preparation for it to underpin all of your clubs
activities. In fact for the purposes of assessing the children at the beginning of the timetable
and then seeing how they have improved after the 6 – 12 weeks the OSHL club has run its
course. We have suggested some slightly different tests (albeit some very closely related to the
festival events) that we think will prove suitable and are regarded as ‘the standards’.
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Further on in this booklet from pages 21 – 24, we will provide an outline of the 12 different
activity stations that will be at each of the Howard School Sports Partnership organised festival
events this year. We will provide the rules plus some suggestions of how to prepare for these.
These will be divided into four main ways of testing multi skills – aiming, balance, coordination
and movement.

The resource cards
These are the Youth Sports Trust Multi Skill Cards (funded through the Big
Lottery Fund) that all schools have been provided with. If you wish to order
extra packs at a cost, please see your Partnership Development Manager.
These colourful A3 cards contain a lot of ideas for activities and are your first
reference point when teaching a particular skill. When planning and
delivering please pay close attention to the cards sections on:
F.A.B.B. (Feet, Arms, Body, Brain): for method and movement quality.
S.O.S.S. (Space, Object, Speed, Strength) : section for differentiation.
All Round Development for links with the two other skill areas(from ABCs) this will help with putting together a related sequence of tasks in a session.

The cards are divided into the following skill areas and each card will be
referred to in its short hand term:

Coordination

(A1) Changing Pace

(B1) Where is my body?

(C1) Moving on your own

(A2) Pathways/patterns

(B2) Am I stable?

(C2) Moving on my own –
jumping

(A3) Changing direction

(B3) Changing balance – moving
body parts

(C3) Moving with others

(A4) Twisting and turning

(B4) Changing balance–
producing forces

(C4) Moving something

(B5)Balancing and moving

(C5)Moving with something
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Balance
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How to deliver skills activities
The approach you take can depend on many other individual factors within
your school hence we would not wish to be too prescriptive here. The
following can vary greatly between schools and can affect how many
different skill tasks you wish to have running at once or how many you can fit
into one session. Thus, we try to allow for each child to be occupied, active
and ‘having a go’. But we also consider the time for watching others, learning
from that, or merely ‘catching their breath’!
 The size of your ‘play zone’
 The number of children in your group in any one week
 Their age and particular needs and the support you have from other adults
 The physical resources you have in your school to complement your MS equipment
provided by the Big Lottery Fund and the Howard School Sports Partnership.

Progression in the skill areas is considered more likely if balance and coordination are approached before agility. The reasoning behind this is as
follows:
B. The basic skill of stability is important in gaining the ability to balance and
maintain equilibrium whilst in motion. Being able to perform these skills
bilaterally leads to co-ordination development.
C. Co-ordination is the ability to perform tasks accurately that generally involves
other people and/or objects and movement with these.
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A. The most complex skill area of the three and the most difficult progression is
Agility, which is the ability to change direction without loss of balance, coordination, strength, speed and body control.

How to deliver skills activities
We don’t suggest that you ignore agility tasks at the beginning of your club’
timetable – we would suggest that working on the simpler agility tasks first
and even preceding them by relevant strength building balance activities and
relevant speed building coordination activities would be a good way forward.
Let’s look at the main three approaches for delivering fundamentals:

1. Pick the first card under each skill area (eg B1, C1 and A1) and deliver a
session taking two tasks and one game from each card and delivering it
in that order.
B1 – find the best base position to balance, try bending and twisting, play toe
touch with cones.
C1 – play ‘duck, duck, goose’. Try different types of movement…
A1 – then move seamlessly into different paces of movement, play ‘gears’ and
then race a friend.

2. Deliver your session by linking themes (pay particular attention to ‘All
Round Development Section’) and see if you can challenge the children
by starting easy and then building more difficult tasks into this.
B4 – try stationery balances shifting weight to see what happens (investigate FABB
from this card and points 4 and 5 of extending skills), then move onto…
C3 – moving with others and rival arrivals + A2 patterns and running curves
Finally investigate C4 controlling objects while moving around curves and
switching direction
All great tasks to assist Slalom Relays - with or without objects!
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these will involve simple rules and tactics. The first half of the session
will focus on the appropriate ABCs that will help with these tactics.
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3. Focus on generic sporting activities or modified games with a theme –

Take into account the multi ability learners
Above we have three main approaches and you mainly find that over time
you make use of them in that order – as you become more familiar with the
cards and activities, you will approach your sessions with more clever
combinations in mind. Towards the end of your 12 week timetable you may
choose to focus more on games like approach 3 on the previous page.
Six points to follow whatever your approach – make your club:







Fun and challenging
Progressive and well-paced
Experimental for teacher and child
Lack of sport specialism
Variety of experiences
Non-repetitive

One should take into account the varied abilities of our group of learners.
The adult leading the club may see different reactions to activities and
different potentials among the children.
 Allow opportunities to be maximized for observing these different types of learners
engaged in multi skills.
 Set up simple tasks that the children need to repeat several times in order to begin to
progress and then watch how they refine their skills.
 Innovative games will reveal their abilities.
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This page and the following two pages are based on the work of Dave Morley
of Leeds Metropolitan University on talent identification and Multi Skills.
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The five main multi-learning abilities are defined below. This is what we want
to unleash in our children. In the majority of schools the focus group for our
multi skills club may be made up of pupils who have not yet realised their full
potential.

Physical ability:
‘Often understood as skill or fitness-related ability, this describes the pupil who has the
specific physical skills associated with above average physical performance.’
Your best performers (within the cohort you are using for your club)
Social ability:
‘Due to the nature of Physical Education, an area of fundamental importance in Physical
Education is social ability, or the ability to interact with others’
Elite performers (particularly in team environments)
Those who help to ‘coach’ or explain ‘how to do complete the task’ to their peers
Personal ability:
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Top athletes (in the making) or high attainers for their age.
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‘Pupils with a high level of personal ability will regulate their own learning, set
themselves goals and practice regularly in their own context (coaching, leading or
playing)’

Cognitive ability:
‘The pupil’s ability to transfer skills, concepts and applications between activities’
Clever about why an activity works and how we do it.
Can show how it relates to general fitness and health and can compare the skill to other
separate activities.

Creative ability:
‘Creative pupils may complete conventional tasks in a novel way, offer alternative
responses to set stimuli, use a broad analysis vocabulary and innovative tactics and
skills’
Innovative game tacticians
Good problem solvers
Competence within ‘discovery’ style lessons or making up new games
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The formula above suggests that pupils potential to succeed is influenced by
interference they encounter, which prevents them from fulfilling their potential. This
can be from a variety of factors – lack of support from home environment, not being
able to access facilities, teaching/coaching or equipment, personal deficiencies (related
to self belief and self esteem) or social deficiencies and limited curriculum design.
Awareness of interfering factors is crucial to help underachievers reach their potential.
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(Adapted from Steiner, 1972)

Standard tests we’d like to suggest
The Illinois Test:

13.5m
6.1m
0.76m
2m
4m
0.5m
2.6m

Diagram 2: Suggestion for Years 3 and 4 – see
diagram 3 on next page for the running pattern we
would like them to follow. This course has lengths of
8.5 m(roughly) and is 5m wide. The middle cones are
spaced out roughly 2 metres apart. This is easier
than a year5/6 model which would have lengths of
10m and a fourth cone in the middle.

This is the standard test for agility. We have used a badminton court for setting out the course,
but you may not have one marked out so the dimensions are shown here which should help.
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Diagram 1: Suggestion for Years 1 and 2. From green
starting cone (in left hand corner) run straight along the
main length, turn at second cone and run toward the cone
in the middle of the court at the serving line, then turn and
run towards the corner cone, and finally back down the
opposite length to the red stop cone. Viewed at this angle
pupils are running in a pattern similar to the letter ‘M’.
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C=
D=
E=
F=
G=

Illinois test – part two
The test involves running and changing direction. Therefore the test measures the ability to
control pace and change direction while remaining balanced in movement. Quickness is more
advantageous rather than raw speed. By keeping to the same measurements and movement
pattern and timing your first test and your last test, you have a source of quantifiable data that
can be used for your assessment records. It is suggested that you also observe the pupil’s
movement and attempt to make some
qualitative judgments that could then
be used to help them improve. Some
Miss out this fourth
suggestions you might watch for:
cone with years 3+4

On page 19 you will find a blank
record sheet that you can record
your data on for your Multi Skills
Club file.

Diagram 3 – The KS2 running pattern for the Illinois test.

Pupils can start from standing position and later lying
down when they have shown progress and need a
greater challenge.

At first, some pupils (especially younger ones) may have trouble following the turning pattern
in the right way. Please persevere and give them a few opportunities to practice as well as
encouraging them to watch others do the test correctly. We have differentiated the test here
and to change it further by removing most of the turns would defeat the main objectives of the
test.
The Illinois Test will not be at the festival but should be your main agility test for the
requirements of the activity schedule.
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www.brainmac.co.uk/illinois.htm

8.5 metres
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 Fast footwork and suitable grips on
training shoes!
 Strong arm drive
 Good posture
 Ability to bend lower on the
outside knee to help turn corners
 Control of balance while turning
with arms
 Straight head and eyes focused on
next cone
 Reactions to the environment
around them

‘Balance bar’ or ‘Agility Disc’ one legged balance
This test is used to monitor a pupil’s ability to maintain a state of balance in a static
position.
The balance bar and the agility disc are both items among the MS equipment provided
by the Big Lottery Fund and the Howard School Sports Partnership. Both items of
equipment must be used with plimsols or indoor trainers for the purposes of these
tests.
The balance bar is a straight angled ‘z’ shape and made of steel. It is yellow and covered on three sides
by blue carpet like material. It must be placed flat on the floor with the main carpeted edge facing
upwards as seen in the diagram on the laminated card that comes with it. The agility disc is the large
air filled plastic cushion generally coloured blue. The smoother side faces up and that is the side that is
stood on.
The choice of which item of equipment you use will depend on the pupils you have, your own
preferences, how you choose to use the equipment or the size of your group. You may wish to direct
half of your group to use the disc as their test and the other half to use the bar. Make sure that your
subsequent ‘progress check’ test uses the same equipment for the same pupil in the same way. You
should also give all pupils the opportunity to use both items of equipment during the clubs
programme.

Method:
The pupil stands on the item with one foot while the other one is lifted off of the ground. The hanging
leg is not allowed to touch the equipment at all, but may be rested against the standing leg (stork-like).
The pupil’s grounded foot must in the centre of the disc, if using that piece of equipment. Alternatively
for older children the task can be made slightly harder by making them push the ball of their foot into
the very centre circle embossed on the smooth side and raising their heel slightly.
They may use their arms and upper body however they wish to help them balance.
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On page 19 you will find a record sheet. This test will also be used at the festivals and the format used is
disclosed on page 23.
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The pupil is timed. There are several approaches to this – you may wish to get them to change feet at
intervals of 15-30 seconds up to a maximum of 4 changes; you may wish to time them for up to a minute
to see if they can avoid ‘grounding’ the other foot; or you may see how long they can balance without
setting a time limit. Your own judgment needs to be applied here as to what will best suit your pupils
and your club programme.

More tests for balance
Compass bean bag shuffle
This test can be differentiated in a number of ways according to the abilities of your pupils. As with all the tests
here, whatever method you choose to employ make sure your first and final test are carried out to the same
method. If a pupil or group of pupils are doing so well, record that and then upgrade the test if time allows!

You need the following equipment for this test:
A gym mat large enough for at least one pupil
12 bean bags (usually 3 each of the four main colours)
4 standard sized hoops (76cm in diameter, 1 each red, yellow, blue, green )The important thing
is that they match the bean bags you have
A stopwatch
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 The position of the pupil on the mat: to check for balance control make the pupil remain
seating or kneeling throughout the exercise. Unless you want them to throw the bean bags
place the hoops touching the mat for this variation.
 If you wish to test their co-ordination and aiming as well adopt the same position as above, but
move the hoops 1-2 metres away and make them throw the bean bags.
 Hoops close to the mat are quite suitable for KS1 but for KS2 you may wish to use mini cones
(12) matching bean bags. (see card B1 ‘Reach Out’) The test becomes a very even mixture of
balance, controlling balancing forces and co-ordination now. You could even add in some white
‘dummy’ cones that must not have a bean bag placed on them to check their hand eye coordination.
 For pure co-ordination and aiming training add in more hoops (up to twelve) place them further
away and allow the pupil to stand in order to throw.
 Concentrating on balance the pupil must ‘place’ bean bags in the original four hoops which are
next to the mat, but they must keep two/three body parts in contact with the mat at all times.
 The exercise can be made an even test of balance, co-ordination and agility by extending the
distance the pupils can move. Place the hoops or cones at least four metres from the mat in
each direction and make sure that the pupils have to leave the mat to place each bean bag, one
at a time, at its corresponding base. The movement and change of direction make this a good
all round test. Look for and encourage side-stepping to East and West and reverse quick
stepping to or from North and South.
 Whatever variation you use, make sure to note it or draw it on the top of your record sheet.
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The pupil starts on the mat with the bean bags in a random pile in front of them. The hoops are placed
at points like a compass N, E, W, S adjacent to the mat. On the command of go the pupil must move
the bean bags – ONE AT A TIME – to the corresponding coloured hoop. When they have moved the last
bean bag the timer stops and the time is recorded. There are a number of important variations that
can be used below and some will emphasize skills that are quite close to coordination and agility.

Tests for Co-ordination
Speed Bounce:
This is the definitive co-ordination fitness test and incorporates good balance, leg
strength and a fair degree of muscular and cardio-vascular endurance. Therefore it does
need careful introduction, a good demonstration of technique, and practicing.
The speed bounce mat (and a recording chart) is among the MS equipment provided by the Big Lottery
Fund and the Howard School Sports Partnership. Good quality gym mats with marking tape, cones, or
rubber spots for the ‘jumping threshold’ can be used for years 1-4. This will allow more children to
practice at once. However for years 5 and 6 and competition for that age range the official mat should
be used along with the 20cm high yellow boundary.
 For KS1 allow them to jump over the three black markers on the mat. If using another mat they can
jump over a line of tape or skipping rope placed on the ground
 For years 3 + 4 use a line of three or four mini disc cones to make the objective slightly harder than KS1
 Pupils should stay facing the same way throughout the test and jump sideways over the obstacle. They
must take off with both feet together and land with both feet together.
 Time them for 20 seconds. Do not time for longer at this stage unless working with years 5 and 6. For
children who are younger or less fit/coordinated be prepared to work up to 20 seconds as a maximum
time after they have proved themselves at 5,10 and 15 seconds.
 Record the times and look for ways to improve. Pay particular attention to their style:
 Can they jump on two feet with a consistent rhythm, i.e. bouncing from one side of the mat to
the other
 Can they jump back and forth without a break or pause or do they have add an extra jump on
the spot before ready to jump sideways again.
 Look at their arm swing – does it help them get momentum or hinder them.
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The speed bounce will be tested at the festivals organised by the Howard School Sports
Partnership this year. It will be tested according to the criteria outlined above. The speed
bounce is also used at the Mini Youth Games Athletics Event and other indoor athletics
tournaments for the junior school age range. It is a very worthwhile test to practice with.
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 Try a whole range of multi skill activities to help build their strength especially from card C2.

More tests for coordination using balls
Pat ball
An exercise to assess a pupil’s ability to co-ordinate the relative movements of their feet, eyes and
controlling hand while dribbling a ball. They will need a suitable amount of room for this exercise as
individuals, especially if inexperienced and likely to ‘lose’ the ball. The pupil ‘works’ the ball on the spot
or slowly across the room, patting it with their hand (palm down) so that it bounces on the floor and
comes back up to meet them. It is the essential skill for ball dribbling like that demonstrated in
basketball.
 Choose the type of ball that will allow them to get a good response taking into account their height and
the size of their hands. For example a rather soft sponge tennis ball does not bounce enough.
 You can assess the quality of their control as well as how many times they ‘lose’ the ball in 20 seconds.
With practice this should improve.

Throw and Catch
A pupil stands in a space on the floor and throws a ball up in the air, above their head and catches it
again when it comes back down. This needs to be repeated several times over a short period of time.
They can move off of the spot to intercept and catch the ball if it ‘arcs’ in the air.
Variations:
It is important for you to decide how many times you wish them to throw and catch. Will you be
testing if they can complete this exercise ten or twenty times in a row without dropping it? Will you be
testing them with different types and sizes of balls? Whatever you choose we would recommend
observation of the following:
 The ability to catch and noting how they coordinate their hand-eye movement to intercept the ball is
the key to success here.
 This exercise is not about how many times they can catch a ball in a tightly timed period, which may
make them rush and spoil their potential.
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 Choose the appropriate sized ball. A medium size for younger years rather than a tennis ball. For years 3
to 4 maybe a tennis ball or larger ‘soft’ hitting ball. As they get older they can progress to the size 4
footballs or netballs. Again this is up to you, and whatever you choose make both tests ‘fair’.
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 Pupils should be expected to catch the ball with both hands and only moving to one hand if they are
comfortable and wish to show greater skill.

Class/Group:
1st test date:

2nd test date:

Progress Chart for Multi Skills Club

Illinois test / One legged balance / Compass bean bag shuffle
Pupil Name

First Test
Time in
seconds

Notes/comments

Second Test
Time in
seconds

Notes/comments

Class/Group:
1st test date:

2nd test date:

Progress Chart for Multi Skills Club

Speed Bounce / Pat ball / Throw and Catch
Pupil Name

First Test
Time in
seconds

Second Test
Completed

Best in
row (PB or
TC)

Notes

Time in
seconds

Completed

Best in
row (PB
or TC)

Notes

Howard School Sports Partnership Multi
Skills Festival – Proposed Events – 2008
There will be a focus on the four main themes of aiming, balance, co-ordination and
movement.
Each theme will be tested by three different activities that will concentrate the pupil’s
efforts on showing off that skill.
The time allotted for each pupil to show their best at a skill station will be 30 seconds. We hope that
this gives all pupils involved at the festival the chance to have a go at each of the twelve activities. Each
pupils score will be recorded and on the day we will judge how a bronze, silver and gold level award
will be granted based on an individual’s total points. The festival is about each pupil trying to attain
their individual best and celebrating multi skills through joining in and having a go.
Please note that we have included the method and set-up for festival events as they will be run this
year. This is so that you can allow the children to have a few practice goes at these events before the
festival. There will not be time on the day for a ‘practice run’ for each pupil. However using all your
multi skills club time to practice just these twelve events for the festival would be unwise. There are
many activities in your packs that will assist your children in the skills required for the festival and
provide more variety and entertainment.
Aiming

 Cone slalom

 Beanbag darts mat

 Cone jumping

 Beanbag golf hoops

 Sideways beanbag Shuffle

 Roll for goal
Co-ordination

 One legged balance

 Clap and catch

 Bean bag on head

 Pass around the body

 Speed bounce

 Clock face bean bag shuffle
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Balance

Page

Movement

Movement
Cone Slalom
Pupils have to run in a zigzag pattern round a slalom course
of 8 cones. The distance from the first to last cone in a
straight line is 4 metres for KS1 and 6 metres for KS2. When
they have got to the end cone they may run round to the
start cone to have another go and get more points during
the 30 seconds allotted.

End cone
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Start cone

Cone Jumping
Pupils must complete a series of two footed jumps over s straight line of 5 mini disc cones for KS1 and
10 mini disc cones for KS2. These cones are placed 30 cm apart. When they reach the end, they sprint
back to the beginning and repeat.
Sideways Beanbag Shuffle
For KS1 the bean bags are not used – instead they touch the cones. The pupils must shuttle between
mini disc cones placed in the pattern shown above with the cones four metres apart. They must side
step without crossing their feet. Each successful shuttle scores a point and when they reach the end
they get a bonus point. KS2 have the extra challenge of transferring bean bags one at a time from one
side of the course to the other, placing them on the cones.

Aiming
Beanbag Darts Mat
Using the same ‘bulls eye’ target mat (yellow PVC) as that included in your MS bag, pupils will play a
version of darts using the mat on the ground and throwing 5 bean bags onto it. Their total score will be
recorded and a level given based on the maximum that can be scored. KS1 will stand 2 metres from the
centre of the mat. KS2 will stand 4 metres from the centre of the mat.
Beanbag Golf Hoops
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Pupils must throw bean bags underhand into hops that are placed on the ground. They have eight
bean bags and must throw two into each of four hoops that are ever increasing distances away from
them. Those distances are 1, 2, 3, and 4 metres respectively. The hoops for KS1 will be of the larger
standard – either 76 or 94cm diameter. For KS2 we will use the smaller hoops of 48cm diameter.

Roll for Goal
A bench is placed on its side on the ground so that its top is facing the pupil. Marked with coloured
tape are different sections for aiming. The middle 2.5 metres of the bench are the blue zone, the
middle area of that the red zone and the very 25cm at the centre of the bench is the yellow/or gold
zone. Pupils score 1,2and 4 points respectively every time they hit a zone. They roll or kick a mini play
ball of their choice (between 18cm and 26cm) towards the bench while standing 5 metres away from
it. They have 5 attempts to get a total score.

Balance
One legged Balance
This will be tested along the lines described above under the tests we suggested for progression page
15. We will allow your pupils to choose whether they wish to use the balance beam or the agility disc.
They must wear their indoor shoes for this. Pupils from KS1 will stand on one leg for 30 seconds and
then may then switch feet and stand for a further 30 seconds on the other(this is optional). KS2 should
try to see if they can stand on one foot for 60 seconds without putting their foot down. The nongrounded foot can only be in touch with the grounded leg if not held ‘free’ in the air.
Bean bag on head
Pupil must place a bean bag on their head and walk up to and around a cone that is 4 metres away.
When they reach the cone, they turn around and walk back to the first cone. At any point if they drop
the bag they must go back to the last cone they passed and put the bag back on their head and re start
from there.
Speed bounce
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This has been described in fuller detail earlier in this hand book under the progression tests. Pupils will
use the official mat and jump for 20 seconds. They have one attempt to get their best score. KS1 will
jump across the mat using no barrier at all. KS2 will have a barrier made up of mini disc cones.

Co-ordination
Clap and catch
Pupil throws a bean bag in the air and must clap their hands once before catching it. Once they have
done this they can repeat and add another clap. In 30 seconds they can see how many claps they can
add in. All pupils must start at one clap and add in one extra each time, rather than ‘jump in’ and start
at three to get ahead.
Pass around the body
A pupil must stand on a spot and pass a ball around their body in one direction as many times as they
can in 30 seconds. If they drop it, their score is not reset to zero but that will end their accumulated
best up to that point. If they have time they may wish to start again. The ball should be a mini play ball
of size 13-18cm for KS1 and a larger ball of 18 – 24cm for KS2.
Clock face bean bag shuffle
This will be similar to the compass bean bag shuffle outlined previously under the progression tests on
page 16. This is also similar to the game outlined on card B1. Pupil starts on a gym mat with a pile of 12
bean bags – 3 of each colour. Around them and next to the mat are placed 12 correspondingly
coloured mini disc cones like the hour points on a clock. They must place each bean bag, one at a time,
in the centre of the same coloured cone. They must not leave the mat. They must do this within 30
seconds and if they manage this before the clock has stopped their time will be recorded.
Aiming

 Cone slalom

 Beanbag darts mat

 Cone jumping

 Beanbag golf hoops

 Sideways beanbag Shuffle

 Roll for goal
Co-ordination

 One legged balance

 Clap and catch

 Bean bag on head

 Pass around the body

 Speed bounce

 Clock face bean bag shuffle
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Balance
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Movement

Hempstead Infant School Multi Skills Club:
This Scheme was the work of Leanne Payne and Tim Wilcher – who was PLT until July 2007.
Many Thanks to them.
Outine of 6 week Multi-Skills Club
Week 1 – Preliminary Tests and Agility 1
Week 2 – Agility 2
Week 3 – Balance
Week 4 – Co-ordination
Week 5 – Co-ordination
Week 6 – Agility 3 and Final Tests
Content of the Multi-Skills Club

AGILITY

BALANCE

CO-ORDINATION

Combines balance

Is a state in which a body or

Is the skilful and balanced

co-ordination and speed

object remains reasonably

movement of the body and its

steady and stable

parts at the same time
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Moving on your own
Moving with others
Moving something
Moving with something

Page

Changing Pace
Pathways and patterns
Changing direction
Twisting and turning

Where is my body?
Am I stable?
Moving body parts
Centre of gravity
Body management
Changes in balance and
why this occurs

WEEK 1
PRELIMINARY TESTS AND AGILITY
EXPLAIN WHAT MULTI -SKILLS CLUB IS ABOUT AND WHAT THEY WILL LEARN . (+BEHAVIOUR ,EXPECTATIONS )
WARM UP

GEARS, CARS AND CARAVANS (5 MINS) (A1 : A3)
ACTIVITIES

2nd Adult

Lose three balls (A3)
5 children, 5 hoops and 3 bean bags in each hoop.
Winner is the person who loses all three bean
bags. Can only move one bag at a time!!
If time:
Spots on the floor (A3)
Teacher to call a colour and children to put foot
on it
Teacher to call colour and children to pick up as
many of that colour

Different Runs (A3)
Forwards and sideways, Swerve run,
W-Drills forwards and backwards
+ Change direction on a spot
Clock balance (B1)
Use 12 white cones and gym mat. One different
coloured bean bag for each cone. Child takes
bean bags from pile in centre of mat and puts one
on each cone, one at a time(colour and cone
irrelevant). Teacher times.
Other children practising twisting and turning
while balanced on a spot while waiting.
If time:
Spots on the floor (A3)
Teacher to call a colour and children to put foot
on it
Teacher to call colour and children to pick up as
many of that colour

Children to change activities after 25 minutes from Teacher to Teacher
Stretching to finish
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Run through the Illinois Test and children to have
a go but following each other like a train
(maximum 3 at a time)
Their next go will be timed.
Other children to have stopwatches and time the
children.
When finished to play:

Page

1st Adult

WEEK 2
AGILITY
WARM UP
SPOTS GAMES (A3)
ACTIVITIES

Adult 1 (20mins)
Lose three balls (2 sets) (A3)
5 children, 5 hoops and 3 bean bags in each hoop.
Winner is the person who loses all three bean
bags. Can only move one bag at a time!!
Changes of speed(A1)
Use cones colours as an indicator for ch to change
their speed. Green for sprint, yellow for jog and
red for walk.
Ladders (see leaflet on ladder drills in bag with
ladders)
Adult 2 to demo different ways of travelling
through the ladder. Ch to copy and improve their
performance each time.

Adult 2 (20mins)
Bean Bags into hoops (2 sets) (B1 variation on
‘reach out’)
Ch to put a coloured bean bags into the
corresponding coloured hoop and then put them
back into the start position. Ch can only move one
bean bag at a time. 4 bean bags and hoops in
total.
Protect the hoop in pairs (5 hoops and 5
beanbags) (A3)
1 child defending a hoop with one bean bag. The
other child has to get the bean bag without
touching the child defending the hoop.
Then move into 2 children attacking and 1 child
defending.

Children to change activities after 20 minutes from Teacher to Teacher
COOL DOWN GAME AND FUN
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Bulldog with ribbon tags so children can practice their new runs and agility skills
Stretching to finish

WEEK 3
BALANCE
WARM UP
MOVING AT DIFFERENT SPEEDS, CHILDREN TO PERFORM A DIFFERENT BALANCE , USING A RANGE OF BODY PARTS WHEN A
NOISE IS MADE . (A1 + B2)
ACTIVITIES

Adult 1 (20mins)
Paired Balances (B2)
Ch to work together to achieve a balance with a
specific number of body parts touching the floor
Hippobumpapush (B2)
Hopping holding a ball. Try to force the
opposition onto 2 legs.
Balancing boards and apparatus (B3)
Ch to practice holding a balance for as long as
they can. Other ch to time their partner. Use a
variety of different balancing equipment…
Mirror partner on a balance board

Adult 2 (20mins)
Alphabet Shapes(B3)
Ch to make shapes of the alphabet using their
body parts, independently and in different sized
groups.
Making words(B3)
Ch to make words in groups using their body
parts.
On playground(if warm) :
Ch to bounce balls to each other from one bench
to another and try to stay on the bench. Same
with bean bags.
Mirror partners balance on the opposite beam.
Bouncing a ball in a different balancing position

Children to change activities after 20 minutes from Teacher to Teacher
COOL DOWN GAME AND FUN
Who can hold a balance the longest…??
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2 different games of ‘Bulldog’ with ribbon tags so children can practice their new runs and agility skills

WEEK 4
CO-ORDINATION
WARM UP
DIFFERENT SHUTTLE RUNS, FORWARDS, BACKWARDS AND SIDEWAYS…
ACTIVITIES

Adult 1 (20mins)

Adult 2 (20mins)

Rival arrivals (C3)
Ch to race to a different spot at the same time
Dribble around the cones (C5)

Ladders
Ch to copy set movements performed by teacher,
if time then childrens best performance will be
timed.

Ch to dribble around the cones in a controlled
manner in a decreasing narrow space..

Hurdles (C4)

Piggy in the middle

Ch to jump hurdles then stop and aim a bean bag
at a hoop or shoot between 2 goals.

Ch to practice jumping when catching in pairs,
then divide ch into 3’s to play piggy in the middle.

Speed Bounce(C2)
Using flat spots, divide ch into pairs and 1 child to
jump sideway between the spots and the other to
count. T to time, 10 secs then 20 secs.

Children to change activities after 20 minutes from Teacher to Teacher
COOL DOWN GAME AND FUN
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Set up an obstacle course to include ladders, hurdles and different runs. Ch to run round holding their
beanbag and then aim into a hoop at the end.

WEEK 5
CO-ORDINATION
WARM UP
STICKY TOFFEE… USING PRE -LEARNT AGILITY SKILLS
ACTIVITIES

Adult 1 (20mins)
Rival arrivals(C3)
Ch to race to a different spot at the same time
Bat and ball Skills(C4)
Ch to use beanbag and ball first to toss beanbag
up while going in and out of cones.

Adult 2 (20mins)
Kicking in pairs(C4)
Ch to kick the ball to each other over varying
distances. Emphasis on control and accuracy.
Give ch 2 cones in pairs, one standing behind and
children to set distance apart of cones and aim in
between.
Ladders

Then children to us bat and ball, focus on control.
Circuit-(C4)
Involving running at different speeds and
controlling the ball on the bat.

Ch to copy set movements performed by teacher,
if time then children’s best performance will be
timed.
Adult 2 to put out aiming games/hoops so
children have to carry an object through the
ladder then aim and collect (bean bag or small
ball)

Children to change activities after 20 minutes from Teacher to Teacher
COOL DOWN GAME AND FUN
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Set up an obstacle course to include ladders and different runs. Ch to run round the course holding
their beanbag, and then aim into a hoop at the end.

WEEK 6
FINAL TESTS AND AGILITY
WARM UP
‘ROCK AND ROLL’ AND ‘ROUND THE WORLD’ (5-8MINS) (A4)
ACTIVITIES

1st Adult

2nd Adult

Illinois Test (simplified W version)
All children have practice go.
Their next go will be timed.
Other children to have stopwatches and time the
children.
When finished to play:

Balance Beam or Agility Disc
Static balances and get children to time each
other
Clock balance (B1)

Choose type of ball and when to change ball and
progress the game – also children can start off
standing, then kneel, finally sit if they get better
at the game.

Use 12 white cones and gym mat. One different
coloured bean bag for each cone. Child takes
bean bags from pile in centre of mat and puts one
on each cone, one at a time(colour and cone
irrelevant). Teacher times.
Other children practising twisting and turning
while balanced on a spot while waiting.

If time:

If time:

Keep it up (A-inclusion)

Spots on the floor (A3)
Teacher to call a colour and children to put foot
on it
Teacher to call colour and children to pick up as
many of that colour

Spots on the floor (A3)

Teacher to call a colour and children to put foot
on it
Teacher to call colour and children to pick up as
many of that colour
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Children to change activities after 25 minutes from Teacher to Teacher
Stretching to finish
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